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ABSTRACT
In general, centrality-based retrieval models treat all elements of the retrieval space equally, which may reduce their effectiveness. In the specific context of extractive summarization (or important passage retrieval), this means that these models do not take into account that information sources often contain lateral issues, which are hardly as important as the description of the main topic, or are composed by mixtures of topics. We present a new two-stage method that starts by extracting a collection of key phrases that will be used to help centrality-as-relevance retrieval model. We explore several approaches to the integration of the key phrases in the centrality model. The proposed method is evaluated using different datasets that vary in noise (noisy vs clean) and language (Portuguese vs English). Results show that the best variant achieves relative performance improvements of about 31% in clean data and 18% in noisy data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most popular [6] retrieval models is PageRank [1]. Although born in the web page retrieval research topic, it was the basis for several models proposed in different disciplines [4, 6]. Namely, in the automatic important passage retrieval/summarization area, models like TextRank [18] or LexRank [5] are still used as baselines or as the foundation of state-of-the-art work [3, 28]. However, as noted by Ribeiro and de Matos [20], this kind of models treats all passages of an information source equally. This is a problem because information sources often contain lateral issues, which are hardly as important as the description of the main topic, or are composed by mixtures of topics. One possible solution is to use a biased centrality model [20].

In this work, we propose to use, on top of a biased centrality model, a method to better reinforce the most important passages. We achieved that by devising a two-stage retrieval method, in which the first step consists in the automatic extraction of a collection of key phrases that will further bias the centrality model. To evaluate our method we use both clean and noisy datasets, in different languages.

In this document, the next section describes the related work; section 3 presents the datasets; sections 4 and 5 detail the two stages of our method; the results are included and discussed in section 6. The conclusions close the document.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Automatic Key Phrase Extraction
Automatic Key Phrase Extraction (AKE) is a Natural Language Processing (NLP) task that selects the most important words or phrases from a document. Key phrases are phrases consisting of one or more significant words (keywords). As they capture semantic metadata, search engines can use them to enhance indexing, to help users in queries completion [30] and improve web traffic prediction [12]. Several NLP applications, such as summarization, information retrieval, information extraction, and question answering, can benefit from their extraction as well. Several unsupervised key phrase methods have been proposed, such as language modeling, graph-based ranking and clustering [16]. However, the TF-IDF across different methods remains a strong unsupervised baseline [7]. Both supervised and unsupervised approaches have been explored to perform AKE. Supervised methods formalize this problem as a binary classification problem of two steps [17, 14]: candidate generation and filtering of the phrases selected before.

2.2 Important Passage Retrieval
Assessing the relevant content is the first step of automatic summarization systems. On the one hand, extractive sum-
marization consists of determining the most relevant segments, usually sentences, of one or more information sources. On the other hand, automatic abstractive summarizers also need to identify the most relevant content that, then, will be submitted to transformation and generation stages.

Text and speech information sources influence the complexity of the approaches differently. For text summarization, it is common to use complex information, such as syntactic [27], semantic [25], and discourse information [26], either to assess relevance or reduce the length of the output. However, speech summarization approaches have an extra layer of complexity caused by speech-related issues like recognition errors or disfluencies. As a consequence, it is necessary to use speech-specific information (for example, acoustic/prosodic features [15] or recognition confidence scores [31]) or by improving both the assessment of relevance and the intelligibility of the output of an automatic speech recognition system (by using related information [21]). These problems not only increase the difficulty in determining the salient information, but also constrain the applicability of text summarization techniques to speech summarization. Nevertheless, shallow text summarization approaches such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [9] and Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [2] seem to achieve performances comparable to the ones using specific speech-related features [19]. In addition, discourse features start to gain some importance in speech summarization [15, 33].

2.3 Two-stage methods

Closely related to our work are the unsupervised key phrase extraction approaches that have been explored to reinforce summarization [32, 29, 11, 22, 24]. Namely, Litval and Last [11] and Riedhammer et al. [22] propose the use of key phrases to summarize news articles [11] and meetings [22]. Litval and Last explore both supervised and unsupervised methods to extract key phrases as a first step towards extractive summarization. We use a feature-rich supervised method for key phrase extraction, unlike the ones proposed by Litval and Last which are grounded on ad-hoc and structural features and use a graph-based representation. Moreover, our adaptation of the centrality summarization model plays an important role in the whole process, an inexistent step in their work. In that sense, Riedhammer et al. propose the method closest to ours: the first stage consists in a simple key phrase extraction step, based on part-of-speech patterns; then, these key phrases are used to define the relevance and redundancy components of a MMR summarization model.

3. DATASETS

In order to assess the quality of our method, we analyzed its performance using two different datasets.

3.1 Portuguese (PT) Broadcast News (BN)

The PT BN dataset, used in previous work [21], consists of the automatic transcriptions of 18 BN stories in European Portuguese, which are part of a news program. News stories cover several generic topics like “society”, “politics”, and “sports”, among others. For each news story, there is a human-produced abstract, used as reference. The average word recognition error rate is 16.5% and automatic sentence segmentation attained a slot error rate (SER, commonly used to evaluate this kind of task) of 81.5%. Although this dataset was used in previous work, news story segmentation problems were corrected in one case. However, this does not change the relevant properties of the corpus.

3.2 English (EN) Event Reports (ER)

To evaluate our method using clean input, we used the Concisus Corpus of Event Summaries [23]. The used sub-corpus is composed by 78 event reports and respective summaries, distributed across three different types of events: aviation accidents, earthquakes, and train accidents.

4. KEY PHRASE EXTRACTION

In previous work, Marujo et al. [14] expanded the MAUI toolkit with shallow semantic features, such as number of Named Entities, POS tags, 4 n-gram domain model probabilities. These expansion improved the quality of their approach to generate tag clouds of Portuguese Broadcast News. As a result of the domain similarity and the good results, we used the same approach to extract key phrases in our summarization experiments for Portuguese.

In the following year, Marujo et al. [13] adapted the AKE work to English and investigated additional semantic features and pre-processing steps, namely Light Filtering and Co-reference normalization. These new features included the detection of rhetorical devices, Freebase sub-categories, and news articles top categories. Including such new features and pre-processing steps improved the key phrase extraction results beyond the state-of-art. Therefore, we used the methodology of Marujo et al. [13] in our summarization experiments in English corpus. However, since the pre-processing steps, namely Light Filtering, could have impact on the outcome of our experiments, they were removed. This fact lead to the exclusion of the Freebase sub-categories which were only beneficial in combination with pre-processing steps. Unfortunately, the news articles top categories were not available. Therefore, the inclusion of rhetorical devices features is the main difference between the PT and EN AKE.

5. IMPORTANT PASSAGE RETRIEVAL

To determine the most important sentences of an information source, we use the centrality model described by Ribeiro and de Matos [20]. The reasons to choose this model are its adaptability (the authors of the model suggest how to integrate additional information sources), the language independence, and the state-of-the-art performance on both clean and noisy input.

This centrality model is based on the notion of support set: after dealing with the representational aspects, the first step of the method is to compute a set consisting of the most semantically related passages, designated support set. Then, the most important passages are the ones that occur in the largest number of support sets.

Given a segmented information source $I \triangleq p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_N$, a support set is computed for each passage $p_i$ (Eq. 1, $\sim$ is a similarity function, and $\varepsilon_i$ is a threshold).

$$S_i \triangleq \{s \in I : \sim(s, p_i) > \varepsilon_i \land s \neq p_i\}$$

(1)

Passages are ranked in accordance to Eq. 2.

$$\arg \max_{s \in \bigcup_{i=1}^{N} S_i} |S_i : s \in S_i|$$

(2)

For our two-stage important passage retrieval method, we adapted the model in three different ways: KP-Centrality
is the approach where key phrases are considered regular passages (augmenting the number of support sets). In method **OKP-Centrality**, passages that do not contain key phrases are removed from the support sets; **CKP-Centrality** weights the passages using the bagged decision tree confidence scores.

### 6. EVALUATION

To assess the quality of our method we made experiments using the two datasets presented in section 3. To evaluate the detection of the most important sentences, we used ROUGE [10], namely ROUGE-1, which is the most widely used evaluation measure for this scenario. In the experiments using the PT BN dataset, the summary size was determined by the size of the reference human summaries, which consisted in about 10% of the input news story. In the experiments using the EN ER dataset, we generate 3 sentence summaries, commonly found in online news web sites, like Google News.

We compare the new 3 different approaches described in section 5 to the baseline (the centrality-as-relevance raw model), with the number of key phrases ranging from 5 to 40. The metric used to configure the centrality model was the cosine (using IDF). The heuristic used to compute the size of each support set was the one based on the selection of the sentences with less distance to sentence under analysis [20]. LexRank performance was also included for a better understanding of the improvements.

#### 6.1 Results

Figure 1 shows the results for the PT BN dataset. As we can see, the best performing approach is method KP-Centrality. Method OKP-Centrality only outperforms the baseline for 10 key phrases and it is clearly worse for 5 key phrases. However, its performance remains similar to baseline for the other variations. Method CKP-Centrality performance is always similar to the baseline’s performance. In figure 2 is possible to observe the performance of the same methods when applied to the EN ER dataset. In this dataset, both methods KP-Centrality and CKP-Centrality have a better performance than the baseline. Similarly to what happens in the PT BN dataset, KP-Centrality achieves the best results. However, in this dataset the performance improves directly with the number of keys phrases (until 60), while in the other dataset the best results are achieved around 10 key phrases. The performance of CKP-Centrality does not vary with the number of key phrases. Method OKP-Centrality achieves a performance similar in both datasets, although in the EN dataset it does not outperform the baseline.

#### 6.2 Discussion

We start by noting that the Portuguese BN dataset is noisy (it is affected by speech-related problems like recognition and segmentation errors), while the English one is clean. Another important aspect is that the performance of the AKE is better for English than Portuguese due to the contribution of the rhetorical signals. The influence of this last aspect can be seen in the performance of KP-Centrality, which keeps improving on the English dataset (until 60 key phrases), while the performance of OKP-Centrality, which keeps improving on the English dataset (until 60 key phrases), what does not happen in the Portuguese BN dataset. The two mentioned aspects can be the justification for the results achieved by CKP-Centrality: it outperforms the baseline in the English dataset, while having a performance similar to the baseline in the Portuguese dataset. The stability of the performance of OKP-Centrality and CKP-Centrality can be justified by their nature: they do not generate more support sets than the base model, while in KP-Centrality, new support sets are also computed for key phrases. The poor performance of OKP-Centrality shows that the removal of passages does not improve the base mode, since it already has the capability of distinguishing between the main topic and lateral issues.

### 7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we introduced a two-stage method for important passage retrieval. Popular centrality-based models treat equally all elements of the retrieval space, impacting the retrieval task negatively. In line with recent work [8, 20], that begins to address this problem, we show that our method can improve the performance of a retrieval model that already addresses this issue. The method we propose starts by extracting a collection of key phrases that will be used to bias a centrality-as-relevance retrieval model. We explore three different approaches to the integration of the key phrases and experiment using noisy (automatic speech transcriptions) and clean (event reports) data. One of the approaches (KP-Centrality) clearly improves the baseline model in both noisy (by 18%) and non-noisy data (by 31%). The rhetorical devices used in the English dataset can be a possible justification for the performance difference between the two datasets. On the other hand, the approach where passages that do not contain key phrases are removed does
not achieve as good results, which means different aspects are captured in the two stages of our method. Key phrases and this centrality model seem to complement each other. In the future, we plan to explore the use of key phrases in the computation of the similarity between passages, and improve the current methods of integration of the key phrases.
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